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Mercy's Well is a group that has been around long enough now to develop a reputation for
good, quality music.  Their latest project is full of just that, good and quality music!  The project
has ten songs and all of them will bless you in many ways.

"Come As We Are" gets this project off to a wonderful start as the song reminds us that we can
come to Jesus just as we are and He will be there to heal the brokenness and weakness in us. 
The title song is next on the project and "Today" is an up beat song that has a unique, but great,
message to it. "Deliver Me Through" is a terrific song about facing trials and the absolute face
that we can trust God to get us through those trials and tribulations.

The next song is titled "I'll Trade This Valley For A Mountain."  It is a wonderful song reminding
us that valleys will not last forever and someday we will trade the valley for a mountain. The
tempo picks up quite a lot with "I Wanna Hear The Gospel."  The upbeat song is a happy song
about hearing the message of the Gospel and our desire to hear it! "I Already Know" is the next
song on the project and I know this song will bless you as talks about knowing about the
blessings of God in this world below! The next song on the project is titled "Who You Say You
Are" and this song has an amazing message to it.

      The tempo picks up again with "That's Who I'm Giving My Heart."  What a cool a song
painting a picture of the great God that we have given our heart to! "I'll Never Be Alone" reminds
us that God is always there and He never leaves us alone.  The final song on the project is titled
"The Gospel Of The Second Chance" and oh my goodness what a song and message!  I have
always been forever grateful that God is a God of second chances and this song reminds of that
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beautifully!

As I said, Mercy's Well is not a new group.  They have been around for awhile and we have
reviewed a few of their projects.  I believe that this is their best project to date.  The vocals and
arrangements are pristine and the entire project is full of top notch songs. My favorite songs
from this project are "Deliver Me Through," "I Wanna Hear The Gospel" and That's Who I.m
Giving My Heart."  Mercy's Well has a great project here that is sure to thrill their fans and
probably make several new ones too!  For more information on Mercy's Well, visit their website
at www.mercyswell.com . 
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